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company has claimed has resulted in two journalists being physically threatened by a potential investor. "Am sorry if anyone was offended by my joke-ish tweet,"

Musk said, adding "It was not meant to be provocative." Musk's tweet in question that went out on Friday showed him sitting behind a Tesla Model 3 in the company's
parking lot, captioned "loading up for road trip," along with a photo of him holding a bag of money. He then appeared to ask a friend to pour the coins into the back of
the electric vehicle. Musk had seemingly been fired up at Tesla's slump in market share in the company's vehicle volume and said that at one point, the company was

doing about one Model S car every hour. "Volume is much higher than a year ago (just not as much as desired). No pressure. Just saying what's happening," Musk
tweeted. Tesla Model 3 vehicles are now entering customer's hands and registration and delivery of new vehicles is also set to begin in Australia and Indonesia in

February. The next major car launch will be the Model Y, a crossover-style vehicle, in September this year. "Our volume was way, way, up at one time. Just saying.
We had a big production ramp up in 2017. The stress is building there with volume," Musk said in an interview on Friday with Australian Business Traveller, adding:
"I just want to say, we're not going to apologise for it. "When you have a company that is growing that rapidly, you have a lot of pressure." It has been reported that
two Australian journalists with The Motley Fool were physically threatened by a potential investor who was upset at the suggestion that there would not be enough

Tesla Model 3 vehicles to meet demand. In response to a question from AFT journalist Nick O'Malley on Twitter about the man's behaviour, Tesla's Australian
general counsel Alexia Quadrani said: "AFT was threatened," she said. "Our lawyers are trying to work with these guys to settle. Unfortunately there 3e33713323
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